Engine Sputters During Acceleration
Chapter 1 : Engine Sputters During Acceleration
Engine misfiring or stumbling is a sign that your car is not getting enough power from the engine during
acceleration. a car sputters when accelerating due to the fact air and fuel is not being properly mixed,
therefore, forcing the car to run on unburned fuel.Sputtering usually happens when there is a lack of fuel or
spark when the engine attempts combustion. many t…hings can cause an engine to sputter, however
"sputtering during acceleration only" is often due to a lack of or an incorrect timing of spark. i suggest you
have your spark plugs or coil pack checked.If you have a mass air flow sensor your engine will do this. this is
very common and can cause you vehicle to loose power along with many other drive ability issues. first look
for cracks or rips or anywhere air can enter the engine that is not accounted for by the mass air flow
sensor.The engine starts and runs fine, when i leave for or from work. but when i accelerate out of the parking
lot it hesitates and really sputters. if you try to accelerate more it backfires a few times and then takes off like
there's nothing wrong.My car sputters when accelerating at a light. it feels like it wants to turn off. it feels like
i am out of gas or it is not getting through, might be a clogged filter. i just had the spark plugs, plug wires,
distributor cap, timing belt, tensioners, and two of the injectors changed. it is a '91 honda accord ex auto
station wagon.I'll be showing how to fix car sputtering under acceleration. if anyone has this problem
hopefully this will help solve the problem. if this doesn't fix the problem i will be making a part 2 video 2004
infiniti sputters during acceleration fuel injector nozzles can become clogged over time, which can lead to a
sputtering engine, slow acceleration and the car not having enough power. bad or dirty spark plugs: spark
plugs are responsible for igniting the fuel in the combustion chamber.
Engine is sputtering and popping during acceleration. the truck idles fine but when i accerate slowly******
and almost sounds like the engine is floodiing then it sputters and pops. if i put the pedal to the floor it goes,
but accelerating normally or going a under 50mph it sputters and pops.Thread: engine sputters on acceleration
then smoothes out at higher rpm. engine sputters on acceleration then smoothes out at higher rpm my '94 325is
just started having this problem in the last week or so. when accelerating it will sputter or miss and the exhaust
sounds like it's farting.A full tune-up of the engine is in order, rather than only swapping out the spark plugs.
ignition misfire is one of the symptoms that the engine is in need of some help; the sputtering is a sign of bad
timing that also causes damage to other engine components.Hesitation and sputter problem during acceleration
fixed my 2002 focus zts with 5 speed manual transmission zetec-i 2.0l (120k) first started showing hesitation
problems 2 years ago but no cels. over time it got worse especially after a cold start and doing gear changes
during acceleration.How can i fix the sputtering that occurs when accelerating at low rpms? - my 1999 subaru
legacy 2.5 l with 200 000 km sputters when accelerating at low rp saved searches i came to find that the knock
sensors will start acting up as the engine mounts start to wear. the cheap and easy fix is to unbolt the knock
sensor from its location and Last week i took my 2001 sr5-trd to the wash-rack to degrease the engine bay. i
used greased lightning then hit it with the power-washer, everything but the battery and fuse box. i drove it
home and it started sputtering during acceleration, and stops sputtering once i reached my cruising speed.
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